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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the study based on the comparative analysis of radio propagation models for mobile
cellular wireless communication of global system for mobile at frequencies 0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz,
respectively. The path loss propagation models are vital tool for planning the wireless network as well as
designed to predict path loss in a meticulous environment. Various propagation models: Free-space
model, CCIR (ITU-R) model, Hata model, Ericson model, and Stanford University Interim (SUI) model
have been studied and examined through analytically from the base station (BS) to mobile station (MS)
and vice versa followed by respective simulation performance evaluation by using Matlab simulator. The
observed data is collected at the operating frequency of 0.9 GHz from various environments (high density
region and low density region) using the spectrum analyzer and path loss comparison is shown for
different model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For the past few years, mobile wireless communications have been developed quickly and
making the mobile station (MS) an elemental part of the inhabitants in this universe. So, the
market for mobile cellular wireless communications companies is rising gradually[1-3]. In
wireless Communication system, path loss that occurs between transmitter and receiver and is a
major factor in analyzing and designed for wireless communication system[4]. Mobile
communication systm’s prformanc is restricted by the radio channel and the signal propagation
path from the transmitter to reciver and vice versa varies arbitrarily from simple line of sight
(LOS) to obstruct harshly by building, foliage as well as any other obstacles that block the LOS
path[5]. Multipath propagation occurs due to many rflection from the transmitter to receiver of
the transmitted signal that cause variations in the receiver signal’s phase and amplitude. There is
no direct wave in both transmitter and receiver in the urban area. As a consequence, most
cellular radio system is controlled by the multiple obstacles such as building, moving objects by
diffraction, reflection and scattering[6]. For the design of a cellular wireless communication
system, propagation models are very much significant and concentrate on predicting signal
strength at the receiver. A general point to point mobile wireless communication system is
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illustrated in Fig.1. Besides, they depict a series of mathematical equations with algorithms are
considered for the prediction of radio signal propagation in particular environment. In mobile
cellular wireless communications, the propagation models are commonly used for evaluating
feasibility studies of installing a base station (BS) to arbitraly mobile station (MS) where the
system is suitable for operation and the location of transmitter and receiver. This study is
focused on Free-space model, CCIR (ITU-R) model, Hata model, Ericson model, Stanford
University Interim (SUI) model.

Fig.1. A general wireless communication model block diagram

2. DIFFERENT MODELS
2.1. Model for Free-Space:
The easiest path loss model is called free-space model which consider only frequency finMHz and
distance diskm for taking into account. There are no obstacles and atmospheric effects in freespace propagation. Propagation path loss is obtained by using this model through the Eq. (1) [5].
LFSP  32.45  20log10 (diskm )  20log10 ( finMHz ) (1)

2.2. Model for CCIR (ITU-R):
This model accepts terrain profile and it is caused path loss of free-space path loss[7]. The total
path loss is obtained by using the Eq. (2).
LITU  R  69.55  26.16log10 ( f ) 13.82log10 (hbs )  a(hms )  [44.9  6.55log10 ( hbs )]log10 (diskm )  B (2)

where, a(hms )  [1.1log10 ( f )  0.7]hms  [1.56log10 ( f )  0.8] and B = (% area covered by building).

2.3. Model for Hata:
This model is the experimental implementation of the information regarding path loss submitted
by Okumara[5]. It is founded on the model of CCIR (ITU-R) and wide measurements of losses
in both urban and suburban radio propagation. A basic formula established by this model for
2
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calculating path loss in urban environment and revision equations for suburban as well as rural
environments that is given by Eq. (3).
Lhata (urban)  69.55  26.16log10 ( f ) 13.82log10 (hbse )  a(hmsant )  (44.9  6.55log10 hbse )log10 (diskm ) (3)

where, Lhata = path loss for hata model in dB, f = carrier frequency in MHz, hbse = base station
height (effective), hmsant = mobile station antenna height, diskm = distnace from transmitter to
receiver in km, and a(hmsant ) = correction factor for effective mobile station antenna height
(function of the service area or city).
Correction factor of the effective mobile station antenna height for small or medium sized city is
obtained by the Eq. (4).
a(hmsant )  (1.1log10 f  0.7)hmsant  (1.56log10 f  0.8)dB (4)

And for large city, this factor is obtained by the Eqs. (5) and (6).
a(hmsant )  [8.29(log10 1.54hmsant )2  1.1]dB with f  300MHz (5)
a(hmsant )  [3.2(log10 11.75hmsant )2  4.97]dB with f  300MHz (6)

For suburban and open (rural) areas, the path loss is obtained by the Eqs (7) and (8).
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  5.4dB (7)
Lhata  Lhata (urban)  2 log10 f
28 

Lhata  Lhata (urban)  4.78(log10 f )2  18.33log10 f  40.98dB (8)

For carrier frequencies ranges 1500 MHz to 2000 MHz, the path loss is obtained using hata
model by the Eq. (9) [8].
PLhata (urban)  46.3  33.9log10 ( f ) 13.82log10 (hbse )  a(hmsant )  (44.9  6.55log10 hbse )log10 (diskm )  A (9)

where A(e) is 0dB for medium sized cities and 3dB for metropolitan cities. Such modified
mathematical equations were successfully used at 1800 MHz band for the design of cellular
mobile radio networks. Modified Hata model however is appropriate for the design of
macrocell( diskm  1km ).

2.4. Model for Ericson:
This model is established by the network designers who were used a software supplied by
Ericson company[8]. It is also based on theupdated Okumara-Hata model to permit the room by
vrying in parameters in consonance with the propagation environment. The path loss is obtained
for this model by Eq. (10)[9].
Lericson  m0  m1 log10 (diskm )  m2 log10 (hberic )  m3 log10 (hberic ).log10 (diskm )  3.2[log10 (11.75hreric )2 ]  g eric ( f ) (10)

where, g eric ( f )  44.49 log10 ( f )  4.78[log10 ( f )]2 , f is the frequency in MHz, hreric is the receiving
antenna height in meters, hberic transmitting antenna height in meters, The values of these
parameters ( m0 m1m2 m3 ) for different terrains are given in Table.1 [9, 10].
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Table 1.Parameters values for Ericson model
Terrain types
Rural
Suburban
Urban

m0
45.95
43.20
36.20

m3
0.1
0.1
0.1

m2
12
12
12

m1
100.6
68.63
30.20

2.5. Model for Stanford University Interim (SUI):
A model is recommended by Stanford University called SUI model using the frequency band
not higher than 11 GHz. The statistical analysis is obtained from this model for the 2.5 GHz to
2.7 GHz frequency band of Multipoint Microwave Distribution System (MMDS). This model
encompasses three types of terrain including X, Y, and Z. Hilly terrain with low to severe
number of trees area is considered in Type X which has highest path loss. Type Y is defined by
either mainly flat terrains with low to severe tree densities or hilly terrains with less number of
tree densities. Type Z is for the smallest path loss and applicable to flat terrains with less
number of tree densities. A simple path loss equation of this model with adjustment factors is
demonstrated by the following Eq. (11) in [11, 12].
 f
LSUI  A  10 log10  dis
correc  f h  s when dis  dis0 (11)
 dis0 

Where,‘ dis ’ is the separation between the antennas from transmitter to receiver, ' dis0 ' is 100 m,
' f h ' is the antenna height measured in meters for adjusting the receiving antenna, '  ' is an
exponent of the path loss, ' fcorrec ' is the frequency adjustment level in MHz, ' s ' is the shadowing
change in dB and the range of its values between 8.2 dB to 10.6 dB in the presence of trees and
other make the propagation path mess [13]. Parameter M is given by the Eq. (12).
4 dis0 
M  20log10 
  (12)


The path loss exponent is calculated using by Eq. (13).
 exp  a  bhbs  (c / hbs ) (13)

where  is the wavelength measured in meters, hbs is the antenna height for base station above
the ground and the range of its values are 10 m to 80 m. The three constants ( asui , bsui , csui ) rely
on the various terrain that are specified in Table.2 [4].
Table.2 Different values for parameter of SUI model in different terrain
Model’s parameter
asui

Terrain X
4.6

Terrain Y
4.0

Terrain Z
3.6

bsui ( m1 )

0.0075

0.0065

0.005

csui (m)

12.6

17.1

20.0

The adjustmenr factor is both for the height f h of the receiving antenna and operating frequency
f correc for the SUI model are demonstrated in Eqs. (14) and (15)[13].
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Terrain type Z : f h  20log10 (hr / 2000) (14)
Terrain type X and Y :
f h  10.8log10 (hr / 2000) (15)

fcorrec  6log10 ( f / 2000) (16)

where hr is stand for the heightabove the ground level of thereceiving antennaand measuredin
meters.

3. MEASURED DATA
In this study, two stations (BS and MS) is considering to investigate the performance of
different path loss models for mobile cellular wireless communications. The field strength of the
transmitted signal from the BS to MS has taken by a handheld radio frequency (RF) field
strength spectrum analyzer[14]. Path loss has been determined from estimated field strength
values obtained.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The observed data have been collected in Nigerian’s urban (high density region) and rural (low
density zone) regions, making it more appropriate for urban (small and medium city size) 0.9
GHZ frequency band . Several selected propagation models are estimating using Mathlab
simulation software MATLAB R2018a and compared with the experimental results that has
taken in explicitly urban and rural environments. Transmitting antenna power is used 39 dBm,
with BS antenna height 8 m as well as MS antenna height 1 m at frequencies 0.9GHz and
1.8GHZ respectively. The path loss propagation simulation values of the four models as shown
in Fig.1 and Fig.2 at frequencies 900MHz and 1800MHz bands, respectively.

Fig. 1: Path loss comparison for four models with different environment (at 900MHz )
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Fig. 2: Path loss comparison for four models with different environment (at 1800MHz )

It is notable that all path loss of the propagation model at frequency 1800MHz band is slightly
higher than at frequency 900MHz band with the same values of other parameters in
simulation.The propagation path loss in rural, suburban, and urban environments using the
Ericson model shown in Fig.3. From the simulation result of this model, it observed that
propagation path loss is less compared in urban environment than others two environments,
namely: suburban and rural. So, this model is suitable for urban environment.

Fig. 3: Path loss comparison for Ericson model with different environment (at 1.8GHz )

Comparison of path losses for SUI model to various environments shown in Fig.4. Type ‘X’ and
type ‘Y’ terrain path loss is observing be almost identical with increasing the distance from
transmitter to receiver.
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Fig. 4: Path loss comparison for SUI model with different environment (at 2.5GHz )

The measured path losses in different environments shown in Fig.5. From the observed path
loss values, it is notable that 98 dB loss is same in 2.5 km distance at 0.9GHz frequency band
for Hata model as well as Ericson model.

Fig. 5: Path loss comparison for Three models using measured data (at 0.9GHz )

Path loss comparison of calculated and measured values for two models, namely: free-space and
Hata model shown in Fig.6. It is observed that calculated and measured values are almost same
for free-space path loss model and slightly different for Hata model.
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Fig. 6: Path loss comparison for two models (calculated vs measured)

5. CONCLUSION
The prime goal of this work is to study and analyze the proper model of path loss propagation in
various environments in the mobile cellular wireless communication system. Compared with the
0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz frequency bands in different environments, simulated and calculated
measured path loss values of most suitable models are analyzed. However, to get better
performance, the SUI model is analyzed at 2.5 GHz to 2.7 GHz frequencies in different types
terrain. In this work, there are five models are analyzed: Free-space model, CCIR (ITU-R)
model, Hata model, Ericson model, SUI model based on using same parameters except SUI
model. From the simulation results, it is observed that Hata model is better predictive of rural as
well as urban environments. Simulation and measured data comparison is not shown for all path
loss model owing to not available measured data.
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